The paper presents a comparison between experimental, analytical and simulation model of distributed cryptographic computation regarding password recovery with SHA 1 password hashing. The aim of this paper is compare popular mobile ARM processors with their Intel Atom analogue and determine their usefulness in cryptographic computations from High Performance Computing (HPC) point of view. During the construction process of HPC cluster, three different versions of Raspberry Pi computers were used. Then the constructed model was applied to develop an analytical and simulation models that allow calculating most influential characteristics from HPC clusters administrator's point of view. Reference model was constructed on Intel Atom processors.
Introduction
The paper presents three different approaches to analyse one model: experimental, analytical and simulation one. Three different approaches are needed to determinate the most substantial indicates from system's administrator point of view. Additionally, experimental and analytic models cannot prove that routeing strategy in popular open-source task-management is not suitable for heterogeneous environments. To indicate the best routeing strategy we conduct a simulation with Java Modelling Tool (JMT) software which reveals the usefulness of strategy based on assumption that nodes with the highest compute capability should be burdened the most.
Brief history of HPC
High-Performance Computing is a practice of combining computers into a single supercomputer managed from one host station. It is used to conduct advanced scientific and engineering computations and analysis. The areas that need the most time-consuming calculations are cryptography and code breaking.
At the beginning of 2015, Intel Xeon Phi processors were the most popular type of computational units in HPC clusters. They were valued for their high performance, a high number of cores in one unit and bit cache memory. Contrarily their power consumption was very high -on average 270 W for one processor. Intel Xeon Phi processors monopolise the HPC clusters trade and no one could thread Intel position.
In 2016 China due to political reasons was forbidden to use Intel Xeon technologies in their HPC clusters [5] . Therefore they decided to try to create a whole new architecture of HPC based on reduced instruction set computing (RISC) architecture designed by National Research Centre of Parallel Computer Engineering & Technology. Their solution was characterised by high-efficiency, low energy consumption and very high numbers of cores. It indicates that RISC architectures can be successfully applied to HPC clusters.
Experimental model
An experimental model of RISC architecture HPC cluster based on three different versions of Raspberry Pi computers [6] . They are valued for their efficiency and low energy consumption.
Raspberry Pi 1 was a single core computer with 700 Mhz ARM 1176 processor. The dynamic power of that solution was evaluated at about 0,2 mV / Mhz, which is a result comparable with the achieves of Intel Core i5. The rapid growth of Raspberry Pi popularity and the customer's requirement for highly efficient solutions lead to further development of Raspberry Pi Foundation product. The second version of Raspberry Pi was equipped with 900 Mhz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU. It is a 32-bit microprocessor with ARM7 instruction set, 8-64 KB of configurable L1 cache and 128 KB-1 MB of optional configurable L2 cache. In February 2016 Raspberry Pi 3 was announced. It was equipped with 1,2 GHz 64-bit quad-core ARMv8 CPU, which was the next step in the develop of series credit card sized computers. Its performance enables running sophisticated computations and applications.
Examined experimental model was presented in Figure 1 . It consists of: All of the abovementioned computers were connected through Ethernet into one HPC cluster managed from outside terminal station via open-lava software. Distributed computing are provided by MPICH implementation of Message Passing Interface standard [8] . The same standard is implemented in the most of the modern supercomputers. The architecture of Raspberry Pi HPC cluster is depicted in Figure 1 .
The Raspberry Pi HPC cluster is applied to conduct a brute-force attack on one-way hash function SHA-1. The aim of the attack is to recover an input data from the hash function based on output data and possible passwords dictionary. From the cryptographic point of view, it is critical to use as many cores as is possible and to keep them working all the time. As a result, the most interesting characteristics of the cluster are:
• average number of arrivals in the systemit should be close to the number of cores,
• the average delay of a computational job running on the core. Every node was given a dictionary of 100 possible passwords. Then, a value of SHA-1 function was computed 50,000 times for every possible password. The value 50,000 is connected with the way, that popular applications store user credentials, for example Microsoft Word [7] . The computations were held for ARM 1176, ARM Cortex-A7 CPU and ARMv8 from the HPC cluster and independently for Intel Atom 500 MHz from Intel Edison mobile computer to compare the results. Table 1 depicts the average time of computation conducted on one node on different processors type for one arrival. As it could be seen, the oldest architectures of ARM processors are slower than their Intel Atom analogue. It is connected with the architecture of processors (64 bit ARMv8 CPU is notably more efficient than 32-bit ARM Cortex A7 or 1176), the set of instruction available for different types of processors, cache access speed and processor frequency.
The results confirm that the frequency is no longer the most important and reliable indicator of the quality of processors. Effective processing large amount of cryptographic data requires very high cache access speed and support for popular cryptographic intrinsic instructions like counting Hamming weight of vector (number of one's into it) or carryless multiplication extension.
In conducted experiment after debugging and code review, it was observed that Intel assembler code generated by gcc compiler was shorter and make use of Intel intrinsic instructions which are executed in SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) architectures. As a result, use of one intrisic speeds up the computations at least 2 times. That observation should explain the abyss of performance between Intel and ARM. On the other point of view, the cost of ARMv8 processors is comparable with Intel's solution.
Analytical model
Jackson's network is an appropriate analytical model for the above-mentioned model of HPC computation. Nevertheless, it does not consider transmission delays and influence of supervisoring system. Because of that simplification we can treat the analytical model as ideal reference point that is not achievable.
Jackson's network [1] is a sort of queueing network having nodes satisfying special conditions. Firstly, nodes must be FIFO queues having an unlimited number of waiting places. Moreover, service time in the queue obeys the exponential distribution and arrivals comes to the network as a Poisson stream with constant intensity. Precisely, Jackson's network can be formally described as follows:
is a set of network nodes, 0 = ∪ {0}, where contains interior nodes denoting single queues and "0" is a node, which indicates surrounding (source and outflow of arrivals); • 0 is a transition matrix representing movements in network; this matrix has the following form
where vectors: = ( 1 , . . . , ) = ( 0 ) =1,.., = ( 1 , . . . , ) = ( 0 ) =1,.., represent communication with outside of network and matrix = � � describes probability of transitions from one node to another (precisely for arbitrary , denotes the probability transition from node to node ); • ( 0 ) signifies the probability distribution of input stream, it is a Poisson distribution with intensity 0 ; • ( ( ), , , ) ∈ is a description of every single node from the set .
In the description of the network, one node (queueing system) is denoted by vector of four elements. These parameters denote:
• ( ) -the probability distribution of the service time, for Jackson's network it is exponential stream with mean 1/ ;
• -the number of servers in node ;
• -the number of awaiting places in node ;
• -the way the queue is organised (rules of inserting and removing arrivals from the queue).
It is vital to notice that for Jackson's network:
= ∞ and = (first input first output) for every ∈ . It is also assumed, that in each queue, the service time of the arrivals is drawn independent of the service times in other queues. Upon departure from queue , the arrivals go to the next queue randomly with the probability .
To find the probability distribution of the number of arrivals in nodes, we consider the following stochastic process ( ) = = ( ( )) ∈ , where ( ) denotes the number of arrivals in node at time . It is possible to calculate the stationary distribution of this process using Jackson's theorem (1971) . Indeed, theorem states that provided the arrival rate to each queue is such that equilibrium exists, the stationary distribution of ( ) exists and will be given by the product-form following expressions [1] , [3] :
where:
for 0 ≤ ≤ ,
for > , 
The distribution ( ) corresponds the stationary distribution for processes ( ), which signify the number of arrivals at time in a single queueing system ( ( ), ( ), , ∞). For Jackson's network, the above theorem is satisfied if matrix 0 is irreducible and
for ∈ , where , = 1, . . . , are solutions of the following set of equations:
Other interesting values describing the network are an average number of arrivals in queue and the average time spent on the network by arrival . The Little's theorem [2] , which is satisfied for Jackson's Network, define relation between this values: = (8) where is an intensity of Poisson process (input stream). This equality is a base to apply the mean value analysis to the network. Indeed, using the stationary distribution of the single queueing system, the average number of arrivals in queue can be found by the definition of the expected value for random variable:
This follows by Little's theorem that average time spent in the node by arrival is equal:
= .
(10)
Therefore, calculation of the expected number of arrivals in the network is a sum of :
Likewise, the average time spent on the network by arrival can be expressed by the formula: = 0 .
(12)
In this paragraph, parameters for Jackson's network, which correspond our experiment model will be defined. Every Raspberry Pi computer can be assumed to be single node. Therefore, there are 5 nodes representing Raspberry Pi HPC cluster. Transition matrix 0 is defined by zero matrix Q and vectors: = (4/17,4/17,4/17,4/17,1/17), = (1,1,1,1,1). Nodes ( ( ), , , ) ∈ represent Raspberry Pi 3 for = 1,2, Raspberry Pi 2 for = 3, 4 and Raspberry Pi 1 for = 5. Construction of Raspberry Pi cluster implies that = 4 for = 1, 2, 3, 4 and = 1 for = 5. Moreover, we assume that = ∞ and = . Based on experimental results, it is claimed that = 12,6/17 and we can estimate for = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Using values presented in Table  1 and properties of exponential distribution (the expected value of such distribution is equal 1/ ) it can be calculated that 1 = 2 = 1/12,6, 3 = 4 = 1/17,2 and 5 = 1/19,2.
In this case, due to = 0 for , ≠ 0 the solutions of following equations:
are = 0 for = 1,2,3,4,5. Now, Jackson's theorem will be applied to considered network. Firstly the assumptions of the above-mentioned theorem are fulfilled. In fact, matrix Q is irreducible and 1 Then using the formulas from Jackson's theorem the stationary distributions for every node and for the whole network can be found. Having these distributions is sufficient to apply the mean value analysis to our network. Now it is crucial to estimate the average number of arrivals in queue for every node. For this purpose, the following formulas [3] can be applied:
which are true in case are stationary distributions of systems ( ( ), ( ), , ∞) with = / . For = 1, 2, it can be estimated that (0) = 0,105 and = 2,47, for = 3, 4 that (0) = 0,038, = 4,53 and for = 5 that (0) = 0,163, = 5,13. Now, to find the expected time spent on the node by arrival, it suffices to use the equality = = 0 for = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
As a result of calculations: 
Simulation model
To get the whole picture of situation the simulation for the analytical model was conducted. During the simulation, the | | model was considered [4] . The simulation model is simplified and the applied distributions are not the best approximation for conducted calculations. The simulation results for | | model vary from the experimental results because of simplifications connected with distributions. Simulation model is based on following assumptions:
• there is one source of computational task,
• the tasks are distributed to the first free node that is available,
• every node has its own FIFO queue,
• if there is no free node, the task are assigned to the least occupied queue. During the simulation, system response time was estimated at about 21 seconds. It is consistent with conducted experiment and points that even simplified simulations can be accurate. 
Conclusions
In the article, three different models of the same HPC computations were considered. It was revealed that even big simplifications necessary to satisfy Jackson network requirements would not garble the obtained results. Performing three different types of analysis is justified from the HPC administrator's point of view. For example simulation model would show that different type of arrival forking can improve the efficiency of the whole system. On the other hand, the ideal reference situation resulting from analytical model is not achievable, but it can indicate the direction of future changes in HPC computations managing systems. As a direct conclusion of held computations and comparisons it was revealed that MPICH software is burdened with high cost of processing computations and management.
Finally, the experiment indicate that ARM processors can be characterized by low energy consumption and decent efficiency on the background of Intel analogue solutions.
